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Free Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 528 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x
1.4in.The FBI that failed on 911 is the creation and captive of its spectacular and controversial past.
Its original mission -- the investigation and prosecution of only the most serious crimes against the
United States -- was forsaken almost from the beginning. This abandonment of purpose has been
accompanied by a long history of political pressure, both from within and without. This sorry and
scandal-ridden path culminated in a twenty-five-year run-up to 911 in which predictable and
preventable lapses became hopelessly entrenched. In Broken, Richard Gid Powers, one of the
countrys leading historians of national security and law enforcement, offers a definitive and
provocative study of the Bureau from its origins to the present. Combing through the archives, and
interviewing more than 100 past and current agents, he unearths stories behind some of the most
famous cases and characters in our history. Powers, who attended new-agent training classes at the
FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia, was granted access to restricted FBI facilities. His research
included visits to the scenes of controversial FBI cases across the country, including Ruby Ridge,
Waco, and the Indian reservation at Pine...
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead and more. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature.
You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Ga vin B osco IV-- Ga vin B osco IV

Thorough information for ebook enthusiasts. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic
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